Technology Consulting Service by Collaboration with Customers
"Technology" is a strategic foundation of the enterprise. And it is now critical for the enterprise to combine
various "Technologies" and utilize them effectively. However, it is becoming increasingly more complex for
enterprises, especially in strategic business.
There is a risk when investing in technologies, as well as not investing in them at all. It is important to
make decisions and move them into action in right timing, not too early but not too late. Therefore, it is
important for you to receive appropriate specialized consulting for success of your business. Scalable Systems supports enterprises and research laboratories with high-end computer systems by offering appropriate consultation on "Technology" for your success.

Integration and Collaboration of Technologies
It is often explained that system integration is just to build
up technologies for customers. However, it is not that
easy as individual technologies are closely linked with
one another. It becomes
necessary in HPC systems
integration to assure effective linkage and cooperation
among various technologies
today. Integration of system
is being transformed from
"Vertical and pyramid style"
to "Horizontal and mesh
style" as IT is becoming a global standard.
So now the effective linkage of complex technologies and enhancement of the value of individual technology as the most suitable solution is the key to lead customers' various projects to success. Maximizing
advantages of resources one another, and collaborating and integrating in real time, we can enhance
value of technologies. Relations among technologies in this collaboration would vary depending on the
situation and the environment. And we need to reconfigure the value-chain with this collaboration by an
appropriate judgement, experience and an insight into the future.

Technology 「Hub」

Consultation Models
Scalable Systems provides services in three fields; "Offering
technical information", "Marketing
support", and "Project support" in
our consultation.

In technology consultations
Scalable Systems offers,
we aim to optimize the collaboration of technologies
and to enhance the value of
an individual technology.
This collaboration takes the
central role as “Hub” to establish virtual organization
flexibly and builds up scalable systems that can
achieve higher productivity.

Our mission
Scalable Systems consults
on these three business
fields. We offer more effective consultations especially
for HPC system users and
IT vendors providing the
systems to end-users in
these fields, each of which
links up one another and fit
together. We promote our
customers’ project in collaboration with customers
and our partner companies.
Our consultation is always
for providing the best environment to create new business value with valuechain. It is necessary to attempt dynamic collaborations to meet diversified
needs of "Customers" in
real time. Scalable Systems
aims at the creation of new
business value by these
dynamic collaborations.

We offer extensive and latest technical intelligence regularly in various
forms, such as websites, news letters and lectures. In our marketing support, we respond to your various demands for sales support. In our project
support, Scalable Systems provides a wide range of consultation in compliance with demands from customers to make their "Project" a success.

Technical Information Service
This annual contract base consultation offers a wide variety of technical
information on HPC at regular intervals. This service includes timely follow
-ups to technical inquiries from customers. We research, consider, validate and answer various HPC related questions, technology trends and
sales strategy. We also offer information materials, which are effective as
business tools.

Marketing Support
We provide supports to improve your visibilities in the market, which include not only guidance to enhance your websites and infrastructure for
information transmission but also specific information content. We also
help you with establishment and operation of facilities for application porting and system verification to drive your sales of systems.

Consulting for 'your Project'
Regardless of size, “efforts to reach goals” have to be planned and accomplished as projects. An installation of system could go reasonably and
could be concluded successfully, or could both lead to a dissatisfied result
in terms of time, cost and quality, depending on sophisticated or poor project management. As customers are oriented toward successful managements, Scalable Systems supports to meet their various needs in their
project management and system installation, as well as in technologyoriented system evaluation. We mainly offer supports for pre-sales activities of customers in our consultation on project planning and practice, and
continuously help them after installation of systems.

Scalable Computing
Future microprocessors will rapidly implement multi-core and improve
processing speed and performance in order to push back the boundaries
of traditional increase of operating frequency. Then more efficient multithread processing on a multi-core processor and programming on scalable systems with plural multi-core processors become increasing challenges. Scalable Systems provides consultations for scalable computing
technologies to maximize performance of multi-core processors and complete solution to these issues.
Heralding increased performance, efficiencies, and challenges, the shift to
multi-core changes the rules. While multi-core processors hold the promise of increased performance and greater efficiency than today’s single
core chips, the technology faces several challenges.

The major CPU vendors have already shifted their strategy from speeding
up clock frequency to adding more cores in one microprocessor and supporting parallel processing on chips. In order for application softwares to
truly leverage a multi-core system, architects, programers and build managers will need to design and compile the software for threading. This
does have to be more work, or take more time for improving developers’
productivity and software performance by exploiting the capabilities of
new processors and platform. Our technology consultation with full of experience and knowledge in parallel processing and applications supports
customers on all fronts of multi-core platforms.

Yesterday's supercomputers really
are today's desktops.
With today's multi-core
processors, deskside or
desktop systems have supercomputer class computing power. These systems
are ideal platform for many
technical or mission critical
applications that require
high processor count and
faster interconnect and an
alternative to traditional
datacenter centric solution.
Scalable Systems provides
high performance solutions
'to-go' that deliver powerful, scalable and easy-touse supercomputing resources to project teams,
departmental
computing
and highly productive individual contributors with
more freedom and productivity.
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Consultations on System Integration

Company Overview

In system integration, it is the most important to select most appropriate
system for the demanded workload. You need to evaluate an existing system to current workload properly and to understand the bottleneck of current system. Then you will have to decide the specification etc. of ' benchmark' to be executed upon the selection of new system.
You need to be careful when executing benchmark, not to choose improper specification or method to evaluate a part of the whole system only,
otherwise you may fail to select the appropriate system that can handle
the future workload.
When integrating systems, it is necessary to establish a virtual organization flexibly and to
realize its proper
business
process,
then you can configure the best system
with collaboration in
this virtual organization. In this process,
you need accumulated knowledge on
system integration.
Scalable
Systems
supports
system
configurations with
higher value for customers with full of
technical knowledge
and provision and
forecast to systems.

Scalable Systems was established in June, 2005, to
provide technology consultations to our customers.
There would not just be
risks of investing in technologies, but also they
would be caused by not
investing in them. It is required for organizations to
choose the most appropriate timing for investment,
not too early and not too
late. And also companywide unity is required for
large projects and strategic
business negotiation as
well as appropriate technical advices, which are key
factors for success.
We support our customers
with technology consultations for effective introductions of scalable systems
in these various business
situations. Our company
name, "Scalable Systems",
represents our aim toward
scalable HP2C systems.
Scalable Systems provides
a wide range of consultation service for high-end
computing. We work toward offering customeroriented consultation services by collaboration.
We can flexibly meet various demands by customers on contents and details
of our consultation services. Feel free to contact
us for questions and further information.
Please visit SSTC Home Page:
www.sstc.co.jp
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